The notion of reduced diagram plays a fundamental role in small cancellation theory and in tests for detecting asphericity of 2-complexes. By introducing vertex reduced as a stricter form of reducedness in diagrams we obtain a new combinatorial notion of asphericity for 2-complexes, called vertex asphericity, which generalizes diagrammatic reducibility and implies diagrammatic asphericity. This leads to a generalization and simpli cation in applying the weight test 2] and the cycle test 6] 7] to detect asphericity of 2-complexes and (for the hyperbolic versions of these tests) to detect hyperbolic group presentations. In the end, we present an application to labeled oriented graphs. We would like to thank the referee for his helpful suggestions.
M is called vertex reduced, if each component w L maps onto a path f(w) W P , where no edge of W P is passed twice in di erent directions by f(w). A standard 2-complex K P is called vertex aspherical (VA), if there is no nonempty spherical diagram f: S ! K P which is vertex reduced. These notions may easily be generalized to all combinatorial 2-complexes.
Asphericity
If a diagram M is not vertex reduced then a reduction move as in g. 1 can be performed which decreases the number of 2-cells of M by two. So M may be transformed into a vertex reduced diagram. In this gure we assume D 1 and D 2 are mapped to the same relator in
Figure 1: Reduction along a vertex K P , but with inverse orientation and in such a way that their corners at the vertex Q map to the same edge in W P inverse to each other.
There is a slight problem if D 1 and D 2 intersect in more than one component. The result of the reduction may not be a surface in this case (for example it could consist of a one-point union of two spheres). This is discussed in detail in 1]. Certainly every 2-complex that is diagrammatically reducible (see 2] or 9]) is VA. The reduction of g. 1 could also be achieved by a diamond move and then a standard reduction along an edge. Hence a VA 2-complex is diagrammatically aspherical (see 9]). Lemma 2.1 If K P is vertex aspherical then K P is aspherical. Proof: Observe that the move of g. 1 is a homotopy. So any given spherical diagram can be reduced by a sequence of these moves until it is empty. The claim follows from the fact that the set of all spherical diagrams is a 1 (K P )-module generating set of 2 (K P ). r Gersten 2] and Pride 8] invented the weight test. We want to present a changed version of it which is a lot simpler in practice than previous versions:
A weight on a standard 2-complex K P is a real valued function on the corners of W P or S P . If g is a weight function and w any path we denote by g(w) the sum of the weights that occur in the path where the weight of an edge that occurs several times in the path is counted with multiplicity. By d(w) we denote the number of edges that are traversed by w, again counting with multiplicity.
We say a presentation P satis es the weight test, if there exists a weight function g for the Whitehead graph W P that satis es the following two conditions:
1. for all relators R of P:
where the sum ranges over all corners 2 R, 2. for all simple cycles z 2 S P g(z) 2: 
Every component w L is a polygonal circle. We will show that g(w) 2 and then If f(w) is a simple cycle in W P then (2) implies g(w) 2, so assume f(w) has double points. If f(w) has a double edge, then this edge is passed twice in the same direction since S is vertex reduced. Then we can split this path according to g. 2, where each r Example 2.3 Let K P be the dunce cap: P = < a j a 2 a ?1 >. W P consists of two simple loops of length 1 a 1 ; a 2 which are connected by an arc b. De ne weights g(a i ) = 2; g(b) = ?3. Check that K P satis es the weight test. K P is not diagrammatically reducible.
There is a simple procedure to determine whether a presentation P satis es the weight test: In the nite graph W P there are only nitely many simple cycles which are easy to determine. They give rise to a nite system of inequalities of type (2) where the unknowns are the weights. The nite set of relators of P give rise to another set of inequalities by (1) . These two nite sets of inequalities may be tested whether they have a solution, for example with the simplex algorithm.
The Hyperbolic Weight Test
When solving the word problem with diagrams, it is more suitable to consider the star graph instead of the Whitehead graph: Consider a relator R of the form R = u k for some word u in the free group which is not a proper power and k > 1. Assume f: M ! K P is a diagram containing the left part of gure 1, where D 1 and D 2 map with inverse orientation to the same 2-cell corresponding to R in K P . Assume also that the corners of D 1 and D 2 at the vertex Q correspond to the same edge in S P but not in W P . Then the move in gure 1 may still be performed, although it is no longer a homotopy. This gives rise to the following de nition:
Let L M be the 1-manifold arising as the preimage of the star graph S P . The diagram M is called vertex reduced with respect to S P , if each component w L maps onto a path f(w) S P , where no edge of S P is passed twice in di erent directions by f(w).
We say a presentation P satis es the hyperbolic weight test, if there exists a weight function g for the star graph S P that satis es the following two conditions:
where the sum ranges over all corners 2 R, 2. for all simple cycles z 2 S P g(z) 2:
Alternatively, we could have put a`less or equal' sign in the rst inequality and a`strictly bigger' sign in the second one. This would lead to the same statements and to very similar proofs in what follows. We will show that any presentation which satis es the hyperbolic weight test has a linear isoperimetric inequality, i.e. is word-hyperbolic in the sense of Gromov 3] , and therefore has solvable word and conjugacy problems. The proof follows partly the proof of Theorem 2 of 8], but the conditions (3) and (4) The cycle test is a generalization of the weight test. It was rst de ned in 6] as a test for asphericity. The following version which is also presented in 7] implies that the presentation (respectively the group) satis es a linear isoperimetric inequality.
Let P be a nite presentation. In order to de ne the hyperbolic cycle test, we need to consider sequences of cycles. A sequence of cycles describes the local incidence con guration of a 2-cell in a diagram: Let f: M ! K P be a diagram which is vertex reduced with respect to S P . Consider a 2-cell D 2 M labeled by the relator R i of P . Each vertex of D has either a neighborhood in M, described by a cycle in S P , or a half-disk neighborhood (if the vertex belongs to the boundary of the diagram), described by a reduced path in S P . When we list these cycles or reduced paths, in order, according to an orientation of the boundary of the 2-cell that follows the word R i , we obtain what we call a "sequence of cycles for R i " (which actually consists of cycles and reduced paths, unless the 2-cell is in the interior of the diagram). In addition, each cycle or reduced path in such a sequence of cycles has a 
2. Let z = 1 : : : be a cycle with s 2 R is , and for every corner s let Z js is be a sequence of cycles for R is containing z such that the weight g js is ( s ) is de ned. Then:
If P satis es the hyperbolic weight test then it certainly satis es the hyperbolic cycle test just by giving the corners of S P xed weights.
Let P satisfy the cycle test with weight functions g j i .
As in the proof of Theorem 2.2 and 3.1 we look at cycles in S P and split them. For a xed relator R i one cycle or reduced path z of a sequence of cycles Z j i must be compatible with its neighbors z 0 ; z 00 , in the sense that the two corners that are adjacent to the inside corner of z are compatible with the corresponding corners of z 0 and z 00 as expressed in point 2. of the above de nition (see g. 3).
So any splitting of cycles has to happen in such a way, that triples of adjacent corners of a cycle or reduced path are not separated. A cycle or reduced path z is called splittable, if z traverses a subpath of length two in S P consisting of edges a and b twice in the same direction. If one "switches tracks" at the vertex between the edges a and b in z (analogously to g. 2), then one gets two reduced paths z 1 and z 2 that have z as their sum. It is easy to verify, that any triple of adjacent corners in z appears either in z 1 or in z 2 . Iterating this process as often as possible produces a set of unsplittable paths (all of which, except possibly one, are cycles) whose sum is z.
For a given presentation P it su ces to nd weight functions for sequences of cycles consisting of unsplittable cycles or reduced paths satisfying (6) and ( The proof is an obvious generalization of the proof of theorem 3.1. There are only nitely many weight functions to consider so it is possible to decide whether a presentation satis es the hyperbolic cycle test (see also 7]).
Reversing Edges in LOGs
Consider a presentation: P =< x 1 ; : : : ; x n j R 1 ; : : : ; R m >, where each relator is of the form x i x j = x j x k . We can assign a labeled oriented graph (LOG) to P by de ning a vertex i for every generator x i and an oriented edge from i to k labeled by j for the relator x i x j = x j x k . Proof: It is easy to see the assertion for the operation S 1 , since the edges, which each relator contributes to the Whitehead graph (or star graph) remain unchanged. Therefore we may give the same weights to its edges. The same argument works with S 3 . The operation S 2 leads to an interchange of the labels of +x i and ?x i , but the weights may be kept as before.
r Proof: (of Theorem 5.1) Let R i = a ?1 bcb ?1 be the relator of P , where you want to change the orientation of the corresponding edge in G. Perform an operation S 2 on b, which gives you R i in the desired form. Now look at all other relators which contain b. Since G is injective, they all have the form R j = b ?1 d ed ? , ( 2 f 1g). The operation S 2 we just performed changes R j to R 0 j = bd ed ? . Now apply S 3 to R 0 j with v = b (maybe some of the S 1 -operations are necessary before). This changes R 0 j back to R j as desired. The Lemma now shows the conclusion. r If P is the presentation of a non-injective reduced LOG G, then the same proof shows, that we may turn around all edges of G with the same label simultaniously, without changing the validity of the (hyperbolic) weight test.
